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Acronyms
AAP

Accelerated Action Plan for Reduction of Stunting and Malnutrition

CO

Community Organization

ER

Expected Results

EU

European Union

GoS

Government of Sindh

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

NRSP

National Rural Support Programme

PINS

Programme for Improved Nutrition in Sindh

SUCCESS

Sindh Union Council and Community Economic Strengthening Support

P&D

Planning and Development

RSPN

Rural Support Programmes Network

RSPs

Rural Support Programmes

SRSO

Sindh Rural Support Organization

TRDP

Thardeep Rural Development Programme

UC

Union Council

VO

Village Organization
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Overview
With the European Union-funded Programme for Improved Nutrition implemented across
ten districts in Sindh in 194 Union Councils, it is imperative that it gets media coverage not
just to raise awareness but act as advocacy tools within the community for them to hold
their local government accountable.
As a result, over a 100 journalists from each of the target districts were oriented through
one-day workshops led by a seasoned journalist. These journalists are not only to be
engaged regularly to observe programme activities but are also to be taken on scheduled
media field visits twice a year (20 journalists) so that PINS’ implementation can be
thoroughly observed and reported on.
Two media visits to 4 target programme districts were conducted by the Communications
Officer and the Knowledge Management and Reporting Officer with the district’s Project
Officer and Monitoring and Evaluation Assistant during the Programme’s first year. This
document outlines the proceedings of the media visits.
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Media Field Visit 1 – 18th to 19th December, 2018
The first media field visit was conducted in Shikarpur and Larkana where 5 journalists
shortlisted from each of the districts (Appendix 1) were contacted and invited to spend the
day in the field observing programme activities. Each day began with a short introduction
and overview of activities to be observed before departing to the field.
Shikarpur – 18th December, 2018
The visit started with observing a session at the Farmer Field School (FFS) in VO Nimoro
where the pair of agriculture entrepreneurs, Fauzia and Gulsher, also trained under PINS led
an introductory session on kitchen gardening at a household level. The journalists had a
chance not only to interact with the programme affiliates but community members about
whether they thought PINS was going to help change their lives for the better.
After this, the journalists observed Community-led Total Sanitation Triggering in VO
Bangolabanon led by WASH Community Resource Persons Ameer Baksh and Begum
Khatoon. About forty women and men were taken around the village to sites where there
was human faeces. The CRPs asked the community if they would drink the dirty water and
why they defecate in the open. Back at the meeting site, a session was then conducted to
develop the village action plan (VAP) that looks into the different targets a community
wants to achieve for different purposes including becoming open defecation free. The
community also discussed latrine construction and what all they would need in terms of
resources including funds.
After finishing up with the VAP, a session from the SBCC toolkit was held in VO Mochi which
is segregated for men and women. Over 30 men and 30 women attended the two sessions
which focused around identifying stunting and malnutrition and a brief overview of what all
causes malnutrition and what steps can be taken to overcoming it.
Larkana – 19th December, 2018
The visit started with taking a trip to VO Veehar where journalists had a chance to sit through a
session at the FFS and observe a session and demonstration on composting, conducted by Manthar
Ali an Agricultural Entrepreneur, something that they thoroughly enjoyed.
Then, around 50 women were gathered for Community-led Total Sanitation Triggering, led by
Naseer Ahmed and Khalida Parveen, who focused on the dire situation of the village given the
widespread open defecation observed. The community emphatically participated in the session
afterward to discuss what they saw through the triggering which also serves as the foundation for
the VAP.
After briefly observing the VAP being developed, the journalists were taken to VO Ali Khan Jiskani:
for a session using the SBCC toolkit, led by Sabra Junejo, a trained CRP and attended by 30 women.
She too conducted the introductory first session from the toolkit and asked for the participants to
pledge their dedication to improving their nutritional standing for a healthier future.
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As a result of these media field visits, over 15 features were published in the local publications
(Appendix 1)

Media Field Visit 2 – 21st to 22nd January, 2019
The second media field visit was conducted in Thatta and Tando Muhammed Khan where 5
journalists shortlisted from each of the districts (Appendix 2) were contacted and invited to
spend the day in the field observing programme activities. Each day began with a short
introduction and overview of activities to be observed before departing to the field.
Thatta – 21st January, 2018
After a brief introductory session at the NRSP Thatta office, a group of 7 journalists were
take to VO Al-Arshad where the agricultural officer, Ismail Hamdani addressed more than 50
community members from the surrounding 4 villages on wheat crop production. The DPO
and agriculture officer encouraged community members particularly women to come
forward and share their experience of the PINS activities. Habiba, a CRP trained under PINS
spoke of her experience and how she’s become more confident as a result of being trained
and leading change in her community. This was something that really caught the journalists’
attention and was given ample coverage.
The journalists were taken to VO Shan for a small farmer session where the community
enthusiastically participated. They then discussed the VAP developed in a previous gathering
going through each of the session. The pair of Agricultural Entrepreneurs Sadiq Ali and Izzat
Bibi carried out an impromptu session on kitchen gardening while demonstrating their own
success cultivating one.
The last stop in the visit was VO Rabab where the journalists got a chance to interact with
Bilawal, who had planted his field using bio-fortified wheat seed.
Tando Muhammed Khan – 22nd January, 2019
Given that a two-month long training programme for community livestock extension workers at the
Research and Training Institute at Tando Muhammed Khan, which was the first stop for the
journalists to observe during their visit. After a demonstration session on alternate methods of
feeding and cage building, the journalists were then taken to VO Ghulam Nabi Shah where the
Jameel Ahmed Ghumro, the Agricultural Officer discussed land preparation, seed selection, time and
season of cultivation, irrigation and use of fertilizer and compost making. The next visit was to the
farm of Muhammad Ramzan who had cultivated bio fortified wheat crop in his farm. The agriculture
entrepreneurs Hakiro Thakur and Jumna from VO Ghulam Nabi Shah took journalists and RSPN team
to the sites where they had done kitchen gardening.
After wrapping at Ghulam Nabi Shah, the journalists were taken to VO Veeri Jo Kot where they
observed a latrine being constructed funded by a beneficiary Faqeer as well as a septic tank next to
the demo latrine. He spoke of how he put the funds together and how he hopes to be a role model
for the rest of the community.
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As a result of these media field visits, 2 articles were published in the local publications and 3 video
features were broadcasted on local channels including Aaj TV (Appendix 2)
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Annex 1 – Media Visit 1
Participating Journalists
Sr. No
Name
1
Sultan Ahmad Rind
2
Altaf Ahamad Larik
3
Nisar Ahmad Jagirani
4
Rashid Mahar
5
Noor Muhammad Mahar
6
Mr. Athar Ali Sandelo
7
Mr. Shahbudin Jatoi
8
Mr. Yasir Ali Mangi
9
Mr. Fared Ali Qazi.
10
Aamir Ali Dero.

District
Shikarpur
Shikarpur
Shikarpur
Shikarpur
Shikarpur
Larkana
Larkana
Larkana
Larkana
Larkana

Media Coverage
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7

8
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Annex 2 – Media Visit 2
Participating Journalists
Sr. No
Name
1
Qadir Usman
2
Tariq Ahmed Shakeel
3
Amer Lal
4
M. Saleh
5
Ghulam Nabi Khaskheli
6
Hyder Jogi
7
Faiz Sindhi
8
Rao Ghullam Husain
9
Muhammed Ansar
10
Ramzan Shoro

District
Thatta
Thatta
Thatta
Thatta
Thatta
Thatta
Thatta
Tando Muhammed Khan
Tando Muhammed Khan
Tando Muhammed Khan

Media Coverage

Aaj News

Sindh Dharti
Awaami Awaaz
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Government of Sindh (GoS) through the Planning and
Development Department (PDD) is implementing a six-year
multi-sectoral Sindh Accelerated Action Plan for Reduction of
Stunting and Malnutrition (AAP), with the objective of reducing
stunting rate from the existing 48 percent to 40 percent by
2021.
The European Union (EU), under the EU Commission Action Plan
on Nutrition 2014, is supporting GoS in addressing the issue of
malnutrition. The EU has approved the Programme for
Improved Nutrition in Sindh (PINS) to be implemented in ten
districts of Sindh - Shikarpur, Thatta, Kambar Shahdadkot,
Larkana, Dadu, Jamshoro, Matiari, Sajawal, Tando Allahyar and
Tando Muhammad Khan.
RSPN is leading the PINS Expected Results (ER) 3 component
with four partners: Action Against Hunger (ACF), National Rural
Support Programme (NRSP), Sindh Rural Support Organisation
(SRSO) and Thardeep Rural Development Programme (TRDP).
This is the nutrition-sensitive component of PINS and focuses on
community-level WASH infrastructures, sustaining open
defecation free status and develop improved community-level
nutrition-sensitive food production systems adapted to climate
change in rural areas of Sindh.
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